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Targus AWE04EU notebook stand Grey, Silver 43.2 cm (17")

Brand : Targus Product code: AWE04EU

Product name : AWE04EU

- Allows the notebook to be positioned at the most appropriate eyelevel
- Allows loose papers to be neatly placed in your eyeline
- Improves cooling and heat dissipation of the notebook
- Lightweight and foldable for maximum portability
Targus Ergo M-Pro Laptop Stand

Targus AWE04EU notebook stand Grey, Silver 43.2 cm (17"):

The Ergo M-Pro Notebook Stand is a compact, thin and lightweight ergonomic notebook stand. It has
multiple tilt positions to hold the notebook in a vertical position and allows the notebook LCD to be used
as the display while being positioned higher relative to eye level. The Ergo M-Pro Notebook Stand also
incorporates a document holder which is positioned directly in front of the notebook user. When not in
use, the Ergo M-Pro Notebook Stand will collapse into a relatively flat product, which can then be packed
away easily for extended stays out of the office or indeed to take with you on the road. Compatible with
all PC and Mac notebooks up to 17". Must be used in conjunction with a separate keyboard.

Design

Product colour * Grey, Silver
Material Plastic
Maximum notebook screen size
compatibility 43.2 cm (17")

Weight & dimensions

Width 20 mm
Depth 230 mm
Height 355 mm
Weight 490 g

Packaging data

Package width 20 mm
Package depth 230 mm

Packaging data

Package height 355 mm
Package weight 650 g

Logistics data

Master (outer) case width 243.9 mm
Master (outer) case length 362.9 mm
Master (outer) case height 130 mm
Master (outer) case gross weight 3.5 kg
Products per master (outer) case 5 pc(s)
Harmonized System (HS) code 84733080
Products per pallet 500 pc(s)
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